PAPI is a widely used portable library for accessing hardware counters on modern microprocessors. PAPI offers both counting and sampling interfaces, but the sampling interface is extremely limited, consisting of a simple interrupt-driven interface that can periodically report processor state. In the past few years, the hardware and operating systems of modern processors have added support for new more advanced sampling features. These features enable information about non-uniform memory access (NUMA) behavior to be obtained. Currently, performance tool developers who want to provide sampling data to their users must make use of a complex low-level kernel interface, sometimes developing their own kernel patch to access the features they need. This paper reports on initial efforts to develop a middleware layer that will serve as a stable interface and enable tool developers to access sampling data through standard PAPI calls and to obtain data important for NUMA analysis.
INTRODUCTION
PAPI is a widely used portable library for accessing hardware counters on modern microprocessors [7] . PAPI offers both counting and sampling interfaces, but the sampling interface is extremely limited, consisting of a simple interrupt-driven interface that can periodically report processor state. In the past few years, the hardware and operating systems of modern processors have added support for new more advanced sampling features. For memory access events, information such as access latency, operand address, and data source for loads can be returned. Such information is extremely useful for performance tuning on modern multicore systems. For example, sampling memory accesses that exceed a specified latency threshold and mapping these accesses to the data addresses responsible can help code developers analyze and improve data layout on a non-uniform memory access (NUMA) system.
We have implemented a prototype low-level interface for precise sampling. The prototype is implemented as a thin layer over the Linux perf_event sampling interface [9] that is part of the Linux kernel. We present preliminary results from sampling cache and memory latency events for multithreaded codes. The prototype is a first step towards implementing an advanced sampling interface for PAPI. A PAPI sampling interface will serve as middleware that can be used by performance analysis tool developers to access the hardware performance information needed for cache and memory performance analysis.
BACKGROUND
Most modern microprocessors contain performance counters, architectural registers that allow low-level analysis of program execution. Performance counters can be used in two ways: for aggregate measurement and for statistical sampling.
With aggregate measurement, or counting, the counters are enabled just before a program starts running (or the part of the program that is of interest), and total results are gathered when it finishes. The operating system aids measurement by saving and restoring values on context switch and also handling overflows where a value exceeds the counter width. This methodology provides total measurements, showing high-level overviews of program behavior. For detailed per-function or per-instruction results other methods must be used.
With statistical sampling, the counters are programmed to periodically gather measurements at regular intervals via the generation of timer or overflow interrupts. By recording the instruction pointer at time of sampling, function-granularity performance results can be extrapolated statistically. This has the advantage that the program does not have to be modified with calls to measurement routines, but has the disadvantage that the values are not exact and resolution can be coarse. Setting the sampling rate higher can help, but if set too high leads to increased interrupt and operating system overhead that can overwhelm the actual measurements. Not all hardware supports sampling; some systems lack a working overflow interrupt (for example various ARM systems).
Recently, the hardware and operating systems of modern systems have added support for new more advanced sampling features. Hardware features such as Intel PEBS and PEBS-LL [3] , AMD IBS [1] , and IBM marked events [8] enable gathering more detailed information for a sample, including register state, pipeline status, and stall accounting. For memory access events, information such as access latency, operand address, data source Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. for loads (e.g., cache level or memory and whether the access is local or remote) can be returned.
Support for hardware sampling has recently been added to the perf_event interface to the hardware counters that is part of the Linux kernel. The perf_event subsystem was created in 2009 as a response to the proposed merge of existing perfctr and perfmon2 interfaces [7] . perf_event entered Linux 2.6.31 as "Performance Counters for Linux" and was subsequently renamed perf_event in the 2.6.32 release. The interface is built around file descriptors allocated with the new perf_event_open() system call [9] . Events are specified at open time in a complicated perf_event_attr structure; this structure has over forty different fields that interact in complex ways. Counters are enabled and disabled via calls to ioctl() or prctl() and values are read via the standard read() system call. Sampling can be enabled to periodically read counters and write the results to a ring buffer which can be accessed via mmap(). New data availability can be determined via a signal or by poll(). The perf_event interface undergoes frequent changes and thus tools that use it directly would need to port their tools to each new release.
Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) is used in multiprocessing as a computer memory design to determine memory access time depending on the memory location in the processor. The main advantage of processors under NUMA is the capacity to access its own local memory faster than remote memory (non-local memory). NUMA allows multiprocessing systems to share memory locally and improve performance. This is also used in symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) system, a "share everything" system, in which multiple processors work under a single operating system and have the possibility of accessing each other's memory over a interconnect path or common bus. However, a problem arises as microprocessors are added; the common bus or data path gets overloaded and eventually comes a performance bottleneck. NUMA approaches this problem by providing an intermediate level of memory shared between microprocessors so that all data accesses do not travel on the main bus. The problem with NUMA is that it can be difficult for the programmer to control where the data accessed by a thread running on a core gets placed. Ideally the data should be close to the core on which the thread is running, and if this is not the case, there can be adverse effects on performance.
RELATED WORK
In order to develop an efficient program, programmers require performance tools to guide the design of codes for NUMA architectures. To approach this problem, several extensions were done to HPCToolkit -an open source performance tool for call path profiling of parallel programs -in order to enhance measurement and analysis of performance problems on multiprocessors with multiple NUMA domains.
The improvements done to HPCToolkit allow the user to distinguish, quantify and analyze NUMA bottlenecks in the execution of multithreaded programs [5] . The tool evaluates the obtained metrics in order to assess the severity of bottlenecks, analyzes memory accesses, and provides plenty of information to improve optimization. Also, it includes information about the most adequate way to distribute data to minimize contention and reduce memory access latency. The HPCToolkit-NUMA version of HPCToolkit has not been released for general use. The reason is that the underlying access to the NUMA data uses low-level interfaces that are difficult to program. This tool would be more portable and easier to install and use if it could be built on top of a PAPI middleware layer for accessing NUMA-related data, and this layer is exactly what we are proposing to provide.
The MemAxes tool described in [2] provides visualizations of NUMA data in semantic contexts, including node hardware topology, source code, and application-specific. These visualizations assist the programmer in finding and fixing NUMA performance bottlenecks.The visualization part of the MemAxes tool has been released for general use, but not the measurement part, because the authors have written their own kernel module to access the low-level NUMA performance data. Users of a production computer system do not normally have privileges to install such a kernel module. Thus, having this data provided by a community-accepted PAPI middleware layer would enable users to install and use MemAxes on any system that had this version of PAPI installed.
Other tools that have relied on instruction sampling to do memory performance analysis include Memphis [6] and Memprof [4] . Again, these tools require a kernel patch to obtain the data they need and require low-level programming of the hardware counter interfaces by the tool developers.
Our work differs from the above related work in that we are not trying to provide a tool that encompasses the entire measurement and analysis process, but rather middleware on which the above tools can build their analysis and visualization components. Furthermore, we are trying to do this as part of the widely used PAPI middleware library and to work with the Linux kernel developers to get the necessary functionality to support per-thread sampling into the mainstream kernel. Our effort will allow tool developers to focus their effort on support for interpreting and analyzing the data, and if we are successful, will enable their tools to be installed and usable on standard Linux platforms without the need for a kernel patch.
PAPI SAMPLING COMPONENT
The PAPI sampling interface is designed as a PAPI component that can be configured and compiled when PAPI is installed. It is implemented as a thin layer over the Linux perf_event interface. The design uses signals to determine when data is available and to collect it. The hardware event to be sampled, the sample data that is collected, and how the interrupt will be handled are determined by arguments to the PAPI_sample_init() call. [5] and include PERF_SAMPLE_IP for the instruction pointer, PERF_SAMPLE_TID for the process and thread IDs, PERF_SAMPLE_WEIGHT for a measure of how costly the sampled event was (e.g., the memory latency), and PERF_SAMPLE_DATA_SRC for where in the memory hierarchy the data associated with a sampled instruction came from. A sampled event generates an overflow notification every N events, where N is given by sample_period. The handler argument is a user-defined signal handler. When an overflow occurs, the sample data is recorded in an mmap buffer. The threshold argument is optional and can specify a threshold value for the latency of memory operations above which instructions will be sampled -if not specified, a default value will be used. The PAPI_sample_init() call returns a file descriptor. The file descriptor is included in the siginfo_t data structure passed to the handler. The mmap buffer must be set up using the file descriptor prior to starting sampling. Because PAPI_sample_init() is intended as a low-level interface, we have left setting up the buffer, handling the interrupt, and parsing the buffer to the user. However, we provide example test programs and a utility routine to parse the buffer. The low-level sampling interface is intended for use by tool developers. In the future, we plan to provide a higher-level interface suitable for end users.
Once sampling for an event has been set up, it can be started by calling PAPI_sample_start(fd), where fd is the file descriptor that was returned by PAPI_sample_init(), and sampling can be stopped by calling PAPI_sample_stop(fd).
The PAPI_sample_init() call sets a number of additional perf_event_attr options by default. For example, it sets the exclude_kernel bit to exclude events that happen in kernel space. It sets precise_ip to 2 to request zero skid in the instruction pointer. These as well as several other fields may be modified by the expert user by calling PAPI_set_opt() and passing an opaque data structure containing the perf_event_attr structure with the desired values filled in.
It is highly desirable to obtain per-thread samples, since multithreaded codes may need to be analyzed for NUMA effects. When threads run on a shared-memory NUMA system, having the memory accessed by a thread be remote can degrade performance. Because UNIX signals are per-process, there is not a way to ensure that the thread that causes the interrupt will receive the overflow signal for the sampled event. It is possible for threads to mask off the signals so that only the threads that have the signals unmasked will receive it. Thus, it would be possible to set up a monitoring thread that received all the signals. By including PERF_SAMPLE_TID in the sample_type argument to PAPI_sample_init(), the recorded samples will contain the thread ID. Thus, when the buffer is parsed, the samples can be attributed to the proper thread.
There is still a problem however, in that samples are collected only for the calling process and thread. At first we thought that getting per-thread samples would be a simple matter of flipping on the "inherit" bit. This doesn't work however, because the perf_event kernel code specifically blocks getting mmap samples if inherit is enabled (with a comment about how getting that many samples would hurt performance). With the help of Linux kernel developers, we found a solution. To gather the per-thread information, we needed to set up a counter on each core, each with its own mmap buffer. In this way we don't have the large bus overhead of all the threads trying to write sample data back to the main thread's buffer. It's still necessary to have a hand-patched kernel in order for the overflow signals to come in from the child threads.
Thus, we needed to modify the PAPI_sample_init calling sequence so that it returns an array of file descriptors, one for each core's counter, as shown below. Each of these file descriptors is given a value by a call to perf_event_open for its core i, as shown below.
The client code, which could be the application using PAPI directly, or an end-user performance analysis tool that is performing the instrumentation, then sets of the mmap buffers for each core, associating each with its file descriptor, as shown below (with error checking code omitted). The client code then calls PAPI_sample_init(fd) for each counter to start per-thread sampling. Our client code interrupt handler checks what file descriptor is passed into it and reads the mmap buffer associated with that file descriptor. The client code calls PAPI_sample_stop(fd) for each counter when the code being monitored has finished execution.
TEST PROGRAM RESULTS
We are developing our prototype PAPI sampling interface and running our tests on a 4-core Intel Haswell machine at the University of Maine that is running Linux 4.0.0-rc1 with the patch described above applied. We have instrumented the STREAM benchmark code (https://www.cs.virginia.edu/stream/) to collect memory latency events. We sampled the native event MEM_TRANS_RETIRED:LATENCY_ABOVE_THRESHOLD. We set the sample type to PERF_SAMPLE_IP | PERF_SAMPLE_WEIGHT | PERF_SAMPLE_DATA_SRC. We set the sample period to 100000 and used the default threshold. The run collected 65 samples, two of which are shown below. Since higher level performance analysis tools typically have ways to convert the instruction pointer to a source code address, we do not address this issue. In order to obtain these results in a humanreadable form, we had to parse the mmap buffer, which is not a trivial undertaking. The mmap values start with a header that contains a type field. If the type is PERF_RECORD_SAMPLE, then the record is a sample. If PERF_SAMPLE_IP was specified, then a 64-bit instruction pointer value is included. If PERF_SAMPLE_TID is enabled, then a 32-bit process ID and 32-bit thread ID are included. If PERF_SAMPLE_DATA_SRC was specified, then a 64-bit value is recorded that includes the type of memory operation (e.g., load, store, prefetch), the memory hierarchy level hit or miss, the snoop mode, and TLB access hit or miss. Detailed information on the layout of the perf_event mmap buffer can be found on the Linux perf_event_open man page [9] . Although our example mmap buffer parser is not part of the PAPI library, we include it as a utility routine that can be modified as desired.
To test per-thread counts, we instrumented the OpenMP version of STREAM with the second version of PAPI_sample_init() described above. We set up eight counters for the eight logical CPUs and ran with eight OpenMP threads. We collected perthread samples, two of which as shown below. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have been unable so far to test our PAPI sampling interface on a NUMA machine, since our development machine consists of a single NUMA node. We can modify the OpenMP version of the isbenchmark to have poor NUMA behavior on a NUMA architecture by turning off first touch initialization of the data. For example, when we do this on the Stampede system at TACC, we see a drastic reduction in the memory bandwidth. Results from running STREAM with sixteen threads on a single node on Stampede, with and without first touch, are shown below. We obtain similar results when running with eight threads. The poor performance happens because the data are initialized by the main thread and reside in memory local to its core, but the data are then accessed remotely by other threads. Unfortunately, none of the NUMA machines to which we have access are running a late enough Linux kernel to provide the features our PAPI sampling interface needs. We expect to have access to such a machine soon so that we can carry out our tests with STREAM and other multithreaded codes such as the OpenMP version of LULESH.
Our initial prototype of a PAPI sampling interface is a low-level interface intended for performance tool developers. We plan to make our implementation, which we call PAPI-NUMA, available to tool developers in a development branch of PAPI so that they can try it out and we can get feedback on its usefulness and on features they would like to have added or modified. We also plan to design a higher-level interface that will not require the user to provide the signal handler nor parse the mmap buffer.
Having per-thread sampling of memory events available on machine with stock Linux kernels through the PAPI interface will help make the tools discussed in the related work section that do memory performance analysis available to users of these machines. Furthermore, performance analysis tools that are already widely deployed on XSEDE machines and that use PAPI underneath, such as TAU and PerfExpert, will be able to expand their analysis capabilities to include NUMA performance issues.
There is an unavoidable problem that the capabilities needed rely on a recent Linux kernel and on the required patch becoming part of the kernel. Production machines typically run older kernel versions, and there is unfortunately no way that we can make PAPI-NUMA compatible with older kernel versions. 
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